Endpoint Protection Advanced
Essential protection for computers and servers plus web
filtering, patch assessment and DLP
Stop malware and protect your data with Sophos Endpoint Protection Advanced. Our
single agent efficiently and effectively protects your computers and servers without
slowing them down. A centralized console lets you easily deploy and manage through
a single pane of glass. And, each user license includes 24/7 support, threats updates,
software upgrades, home use and more. All without stretching your budget.

Highlights

Simple protection that blocks threats, not productivity

ÌÌ Effective and efficient
protection with minimal
impact

We make it easy for you to keep your users safe without getting in their way. Our
Endpoint Protection Advanced provides you with patch assessment, application control,
device control and DLP. With these features, you’ll prevent data loss and reduce your
risks while keeping your users productive.

ÌÌ Block web-borne threats
before they’re downloaded

Protection with performance

ÌÌ Enforce safe and
productive web usage
using web-content filtering
and policy enforcement

Sophos Endpoint Protection packs antivirus, HIPS, device control, application control
and DLP into a single, high-performance agent. This single agent lets you to block
threats, monitor the transfer of your sensitive data and enforce web content filtering.
Our protection is so effective, Gartner named us a Leader in the Endpoint Protection
Platforms Magic Quadrant.

ÌÌ Prevent data loss with
easy-to-configure dataloss prevention (DLP)
and a prepackaged datadefinition library
ÌÌ Reduce risks with device
and application Control
ÌÌ Prioritize threat-critical
patches with threat-aware
patch assessment
ÌÌ Centrally manage your
protection for Windows,
Mac, Linux, UNIX and
virtualized platforms with
one management console

Keep your devices free of malware
Our endpoint protection works to keep you free of malware. It also works tirelessly to
detect and remove viruses, spyware, rootkits, Trojans, adware and potentially unwanted
applications (PUAs).

Ensure safe, appropriate web usage
Web-borne threats account for 90% of the infection. Our web protection scans and
blocks access to infected websites, blocking malicious code from getting to your
computers before it becomes a problem. Having an endpoint-enforced, web-contentfiltering policy means you never have to backhaul your web traffic.

Scan computers for missing patches
Our patch assessment scans, identifies and prioritizes for critical threat-related security
patches.

Blocks unwanted applications and devices
We categorize thousands of applications, so it’s easy for you to mange. Device control let
you easily set rules for removable storage device, wireless devices and mobile devices.

Central management
Get clear visibility and control of your protection status, without the complexity. Our
simple setup helps you quickly deploy protection and easily maintain your endpoints.

Multi-platform coverage
Manage and protect your Windows, Mac, Linux and virtualized systems from one console.

“We have found the
Sophos endpoint
solutions to be
easy, smooth, and
consistent. Having
Sophos deployed
has increased
our security
posture ten-fold.”
Christopher Prewitt, Manager IT

Always-on support

Security and Disaster Recovery,

We are always here for you. From our SophosLabs analysts who monitor and fine tune
detection rules, to our 24/7 certified expert support

The Lincoln Electric Co.

Simple to mange, maintain control
Setting up the security you need is easy, and maintaining your protection takes practically
no time at all. And, we make switching security vendors easy too.
ÌÌ Gain access to an easy-to-use installation wizard with a built-in removal tool that
automatically removes your current antivirus.
ÌÌ SophosLabs maintains rules for HIPS and application controls categories so you
don’t have to.
ÌÌ We make it easy to find computers and deploy antivirus. We even give you a choice of
methods, including our Active Directory integration.
ÌÌ A single dashboard lets you see your endpoint protection status, events and actions
across all supported platforms.
ÌÌ Create a security policy once and deploy it across multiple groups.
ÌÌ Create granular policies for different groups or for individuals in your business.
ÌÌ Protect new computers on your network automatically using Active Directory
synchronization.
ÌÌ Disinfect users’ computers quickly from our central console.
ÌÌ Role-based administration allows you to share and delegate responsibility for actions
like cleaning up infections. You can also log and view all console activity to meet
compliance regulations.
ÌÌ Configure and schedule reports, so everyone gets the information they need, when
they need it.

Try it now for free
Register for a free 30-day evaluation
at sophos.com/free-trials
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